In this paper we solve musical equational programs by means of higher order functions. The initial solution is written in a functional programming language (Miranda1). It is shown how a solution in an imperative language (Pascal) can be obtained by elimination of the higher order functions.
Introduction
Recently Desainte-Catherine and Barbar [1] have given a method to find solutions for musical equational programs using attribute grammars. Their method solves, in a rather ad-hoc way, the problem of the circular dependency of the attributes. Circular dependencies normally cause problems when using an imperative language, since the order of all steps of the computation has to be provided by the programmer. The situation is quite different when one uses a functional programming language with lazy evaluation. An elegant way to evaluate attributes of attribute grammars in these languages is described by Johnsson [2] . A general programming technique, suitable for writing programs with circular dependencies in lazy functional languages, has recently been given by Van Gilst and Van den Broek [3] . Musical equational programs can be solved in a number of straightforward ways: using the techniques of [2] or [3] , or using the compiler generator which was developed as an example in [3] . All these solutions are easy to obtain; however, the fact that they can only be written in lazy functional languages may be seen as a drawback. In this paper we take another approach. Instead of relying on lazy evaluation, we use another important feature of functional languages: higher order functions. We show that musical equational programs can be solved in a straightforward way using higher order functions, and that this method is directly translatable into imperative languages, although these languages do not support higher order functions. Due to the absence of circular dependencies and its single-pass property the resulting imperative program is easily shown to be correct and is easy to comprehend.
Musical equational programs
A musical equational program (see [ 1 ] for details) can be seen as a combination of a binary tree and an environment. In the syntax of Miranda, the type of the binary tree is given by: tree ::= Leaf char [ Dot char tree tree I Bar char tree tree Each node of the tree contains a character, which denotes a piece of music. We assume that all characters in a tree differ from each other. Trees are used to represent the structure of pieces of music with respect to concatenation and superimposition. A tree can be seen as a decomposition tree for a piece of music. The tree Leaf 'k' expresses that (the music piece which is denoted by) 'A' is an 'atomic' piece. The tree Dot 'k' tl t2 expresses that 'k' is the concatenation of the pieces corresponding to tl and t2 respectively. The tree Bar 'a' tl t2 expresses that 'a' is the superimposition of the pieces corresponding to tl and t2 respectively. As an example, the tree depicted in figure 1 shows that 'a' is the concatenation of 'c', 'D' and the superimposition of ' E' and ' r' This tree is defined (with name t) in Miranda by
IDot
Each piece of music has a length. So a length may be associated with each node of a tree. Due to the interpretation of a tree as decomposition tree of a piece of music, the lengths associated to the nodes of a tree are not independent. The following relations should hold:
length (Dot c tl t2) = length (tl) + length (t2) length (Bar c tl t2) = length (tl) = length (t2)
An environment is an association list, where lengths are associated to music pieces. In Miranda:
An example of an environment is
The problem of solving a musical equational program now amounts to the following: given a tree and an environment, where the environment contains the lengths of a subset of the nodes of the tree, determine whether the lengths of all nodes of the tree are determined uniquely by the environment and by the relations between the lengths of the nodes. If so, give the environment containing the lengths of all nodes of the tree, and if not, report "Error".
As an example, the result of solving the musical equational program given by t and env is the environment:
Solution with higher order functions
We will write a function eval, which has an environment and a tree as arguments, and returns either an environment (which contains all lengths of the music pieces of the tree), or an indication of an error (when not all the lengths are uniquely defined). So
where we define the type result by
This function eval, however, is not suited to be applied recursively to the subtrees of a tree. Consider for instance the subtree for piece 'c' in figure 1. Applying eval to it would deliver Error. We have to take into account the fact that the length of the top node of a tree may be determined by a condition outside the tree. This value may be passed to the tree (as an "inherited attribute"), which would be the origin of cyclic dependencies. The solution we propose here does not pass the value to the tree, instead a function is returned which, when applied to the appropriate value, returns the appropriate environment. For instance, for the subtree for piece ' c' the function f is returned for which f n = [ ( ' c', n ), ( ' F', n ), ( ' G', n) ] holds. So we will write a function eval2, which is a generalisation of eval, which also has an environment and a tree as arguments, and returns either an environment (and, for convenience, also the length of the top node), or a function (which has a length as argument and returns an environment), or an indication of an error:
where we define the type result2 by
It is easy to express eval in terms of eval2:
eval env tree = f (eval2 env tree) where f (B (e,n)) = A e f (C g) = Error f Error2 = Error
It is now straightforward to write the function eva12. The code may seem rather lengthy, but this is because there are a lot of different cases to be considered: there are three kinds of trees, there are three different kinds of result for the recursive calls of eva12, and there is or there is not a binding for the music piece in the environment.
where (present,n) = find env c f n = [(c,n)] eval2 env (Dot c tl t2) = f (eval2 env tl) (eval2 env where (present,n) = find env c f Error2
Error2, present & n -= nl+n2 B ((c,nl+n2):el++e2,nl+n2), otherwise B ((c,n):el++g2(n-nl),n),present C h, otherwise where h n = (c,n):el++g2(n-nl) Error2 B ((c,n):e2++gl(n-n2),n), present C h, otherwise where h n = (c,n):e2++gl(n-n2) Error2 
Solution in an imperative language
The solution of the previous section will work in any language which supports higher order functions. Since in imperative languages functions cannot return functions as result, we have to eliminate the higher order functions from the functional solution in order to obtain an imperative solution. We will show how this may be done in Pascal.
From the functional solution of the previous section we see that the functions (of type num -> environment) which are returned by the function eval2 all have the property that they return an environment which depends in a simple way on the argument of the function : the result of applying the function to an argument can be obtained by applying the function to 0, followed by adding the argument to some of the lengths. This procedure transforms the function into the result; this is correct since each function is applied only once. As an example, the result of applying eval2 to the right subtree of t and env (from section 2) will be: It is now straightforward to translate the functional solution into an imperative solution.
Conclusion
We have given a functional solution for musical equational programs using higher order functions in a lazy functional language. We have subsequently shown how these higher order functions can be eliminated to obtain a solution in an imperative language. 
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